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50 Reasons Our Patients Choose Us!
We periodically ask our patients, "How are we doing?” We are privileged and proud to have their
trust. Here are the results and quotes from the 50 patients surveyed.

•
•
•

97% of patients would recommend us to family and friends.
48 out of 50 trust us in making decisions in their best interest.
100% of Patients gave our office an “Excellent to Very Good” overall mark!

Patient Quotes
*”This center is like an oasis for
me-Thank you”
*”The area’s most
knowledgeable, most
professional
psychopharmacologist and
provider of TMS therapy.” –
John F.
*”This is a center where you will
be heard and effective means
to solve problems will be
found.” –J.T.

*”Dr. Pardell is the most
knowledgeable doctor I’ve had
and has helped me get great
results!” -Anonymous

*Therapists are genuinely
committed to your psychiatric
well-being and genuinely care.
–Alison H.

*”They find the best treatment
possible for you and your
changing life.” –Ashley H.

*Friendly, comfortable,
welcoming and judgment freeT. D.

*”This place helps my head” –
Mista Cheese Man

*They solve problems. –J.T.

*”There is a non-drug type of
therapy offered” -Anonymous

*”I’m not terribly experienced
with doctor’s offices, but I would
be hard-pressed to believe
there’s any place much better
then here.” –T. D.

* “I feel completely at ease
talking with my provider and I
believe she is truly concerned
and empathetic with regard to
my needs.” -Gail

*Medical director is also caring,
knowledgeable of all up to date
medical

*You are treated as an
individual not a patient. Anonymous

*”Dr. Pardell is awesome!” Anonymous

*”Love Terri!” –Carol
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*Dr. Pardell knows more than
any other M.D. I have seen. Anonymous
*”Terri is very comfortable to
talk with and very caring.” Janet
*Great medical treatment, NonJudgmental, Great Staff, Kind
and Courteous –Anonymous
*”Always welcome to new
patients.” –Linda S.
*Doesn’t judge anything you
say – Anonymous
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*”You don’t always have to go
at it alone”- Brain S.
*”Dr. Pardell maintains a perfect
balance of professionalism and
personal care.” -Anonymous
*Therapists are professional,
well trained and have excellent
clinical skills-Alison H.
*It helps to have someone
provide some “real support”
when you can’t “do it” aloneBrian S.
*”Always cheerful and
interested in problems”
*”A pleasure being treated
here” –J.C.
*”This center is very caring and
does a fantastic job of informing
the patient and listening to the
patient.”
*”Pleasant and Professional.” –
S. M.
*”Very smart and intuitive.” Anonymous
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* “The center is always
available to help no matter
what.” - Kaitlyn

*Excellent Doctor, Excellent
follow-ups, Excellent Staff –
Anonymous

*Ease of getting appointmentsMaryann D.

Talk to someone who really can
understand how
difficult/challenging “life” can
be- Brian S.

*Dr. Pardell has the willingness
to work with me to get the best
and most effective medications
-D.M.
*Competent and Friendly-D.W.
*Provides a sincere, and
comfortable environmentAnonymous
*Ease and success of helping
with my emotional issues -D.M.
*Staff is very kind and
knowledgeable-Anonymous
*Cutting edge service,
diagnosis and treatment. –T.
*Very helpful- J.T.

* “Life isn’t about weathering
the storm; it’s about learning to
dance in the rain.” –T. M.
*High Quality of careMaryann D.
*Knowledgeable and caringMaryann D.
*Schedule is flexible for
appointments-Anonymous
*Location is very convenient
and comfortable-Anonymous
*Great at keeping you aware of
your next appointment. –T. D.

*There is success!-J.T.

* Very nice waiting room, clean
and quiet -Anonymous

*Intuitive, Professional,
Courteous, Great Listeners Anonymous

*It’s nice to be able to talk about
“it all”-Brian S.
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